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always as superficial a quanty a s is the intelligence of those
who are liable t o be most vociferous about it. This leads to
regrettable misinterpretations and misunderstandings-nos
'
do we have to look far for them in the "realism" movement
89, unless I am mistaken, they are all very much to the fore
in the first number of Australian n e w Writing.
Now there can be no doubt that New Writing Pepre1
, sents a very real impulse in the community, and this being
" so, it is all the more important that the character it achieves
should not be permitted to become artificial by misguided
: direction or uncontrolled irresponsible enthusiasm
On the subject of guidance, it is of course inevitable
chat one turns to the editorial Foreword, which most admirably states that "Writers cannot be developed without free- .
dom to express themselves, dealing with the real problems
of society, the hopes, passions, beliefs and sufferings of
humanity." Who will deny this or who will not respond to
the art w h i ~ htruly springs out of this freedom? But then
why spoil the good effect of such a statement by implying
praise for the contributors for not being concerned with
"love, landscape or lotus bloom." The lotus bloom can
probably be thrown in (or out) without much .argument,
but what is wrong with love a s a subject for the poet? Has
it suddenly ceased to be one of those "passions" of humanity
which the editors have just been proclaiming? Or why
shoull the landscape vanish a s an actuality of the world
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nstance, fa the .wId!er'-pbetwho fLr
ces the terriflc j n i p t of Central Auor the equally stark bpt,totally dfffcr~nt
linea, debarred from writing a '1
by either of them? Surely the implications
the editors say only have to be made clear to., b e .
the same time quite invalio.
But this is by no means a11, as the editors appear tcb
adopt Noel Hutton's unfortumate article, "Art and the
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no ,good because it is not universall:

I'would'say&at such a confdbution could not be made
b ranting aqmf.ths %hodern d s t s , but could 'be made by
&ernpthi$ ti$ u@sstahd thema little.
It is no d m b t .paseibl-if
you wish to do so, & Noel
Euttou does-ID refer to the moderns as decadents, .but
befor& using that tenn as applied t o an artat, it ~ W l d
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- One of the few valid statements Pi

Ss that "The sickness of our kciety

tremely low cultural level of our pe
statement can be built up a complei
. of the article while a t the same time
legitimate constructive suggestions.
Now surely if the cultural level of our people is low,
that would suggest itself as a possible reason why. modern
a r t does not "make sense" to the people? Surely that is
an idea a t least worth exploring; but Noel Hutton thinks
otherwise and places the full blame on the artist for not
producing work accessible'at this "low cultural level." We
are told that 100 years ago a r t did make "sense"; but, of
course, this statement is entirely inaccurate a s the progressive artists of that time did not make "sense" at allas, for instance, Turner, Delacroix, Courbet, etc.-and
the
same has been true throughout most periods of history,
except where the artist has been integrated with society,
a s was apparently the case with the ancient Gfeek artiste,
and as is the case to-day with the artist in native races,
The truth of the matter is this: that arbitrary dogmatising about the modern artist, a s Noel Hutton does,
doesn't in the least help either the artist or the people and,
to say the least of it, is an extremely naive and undialectical
approach.
Is it then possible to contribute sometfiing of greater
value than Noel Hutton has done to a problem which undoubtedly exists and the clarification of which i s of vital
importance to both artists and people?
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And that, , of odurse-contrar:
Hutton's implications-casts no slur 'on the artk3t.

nothing more.
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of the- position-logk
at it in this way:: decadent ,
.#.capitalist
pociety has provided no place for the 'truly ci-eatlve artist, who consequently, and by historical necessity,.
has been forced. into a position of comparative isolation.
, B u t this isolation has been by no means barren-Matime
- did not "jettison the wearisome craftsmanship which requires the artist to build up his figures by mass and light
.and shade" (platisse, who happens to be a particularly
expert craftsman and was employed by the Louvre in that
capacity). On the contrary, historically his function has
been to expand the technical and axthetic resources of the
artist and, in effect, to make available for the artist of
to-day and to-morrow new sources of self-expression which
will eventually become-in fact already are-embodied in
the great tradition of art.
Noel Hutton is rather too impatient for sudden revolution in a r t and overlooks the developments over the last 15
years or so, which have in fact seen a gradual but very
definite reintroduction of "subject" as a vital element, and
a relative abandonment of the abstract.
And not only is "subject" returning into its own, but
equally undoubtedly the modern artist is coming more and
more closely into touch with the people. With the precipitation of the capitalist crisis, the orientation of the
modern artist-led, shall we say, by Picasso-swung closer
and closer to the people, that is to say, from the artists'
side; but so f a r there has certainly been very little swing
from the people's side, for the very good reason that, as
Noel Hutton says, their cultural level is low, and for the
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